"Amidst the ongoing global conflict, this book is a timely contribution to the complicated conversation taking place within the international field of curriculum studies...this groundbreaking innovative text will continue to be a timeless must read for any future cosmopolitan, indigenous, migrant, or settler curriculum scholar, teacher, and student interested in trying to inquire, understand and re-imagine the pedagogical affective and aesthetic implications of learning to live one's life empathetically with others..."

- Nicholas Ng-A-Fook, Ph.D., Curriculum Theorist, Faculty of Education, Founder and Director of A Canadian Curriculum Theory Project and Co-President of the Canadian Association of Curriculum Studies.

"Provocative and lingering, this eloquent book of life writing explores the emotional geography of the heart with courage and grace....The text creates a new rapprochement of discourse, merging and blending of genres, exposing raw sinews of human feeling, empathy, suffering, and resilience..."

- Suzanne Thomas
Faculty of Education, University of Prince Edward Island
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This anthology explores life writing as a mode of educational inquiry, one where students and teachers may get a "heart of wisdom" as they struggle with the tensions and complexities of learning and teaching in challenging contemporary circumstances. Contributors write first-person creative non-fiction in a variety of life writing genres, such as memoir, poetry, personal essay, and various blended genres. In four sections entitled Memory Work, Place Work, Curriculum Work, and Social Work, the writers explore the struggles and joys of pedagogy where relationships are at the heart of teaching and learning. The essays address questions such as: What critical moments in learning and teaching change lives? What stories need to be told? What questions ache to be asked?

Cynthia Chambers is a professor in the Faculty of Education at The University of Lethbridge where she teaches and researches in language and literacy and curriculum studies. As well as research on life writing, she works collaboratively with indigenous communities on literacies of place, human relations and the material world.

Erika Hasebe-Ludt is an associate professor in the Faculty of Education at the University of Lethbridge. She teaches, researches, and publishes in the areas of literacy, teacher education, and curriculum studies. Her books include: Curricular Intertext: Place/Language/Pedagogy (co-editor, 2003), and Life Writing and Literary Métissage as an Ethos for Our Times (co-author, 2009).

Carl Leggo is a poet and Professor of Education at the University of British Columbia. His books include: Come-by-Chance; Lifewriting and Literary Métissage as an Ethos for Our Times (co-authored); Being With A/r/tography (co-edited); Creative Expression, Creative Education (co-edited); and Poetic Inquiry: Vibrant Voices in the Social Sciences (co-edited).

Anita Sinner is an assistant professor in the Department of Art Education, Faculty of Fine Arts, at Concordia University. Her research areas are: arts research in curriculum studies, social and cultural issues in education, and interdisciplinary qualitative approaches.
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